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 I. CRITERIA SUMMARY 

SERVICER QUALITY RATING DEFINITION 

This report details ARC’s approach to assigning a Servicer Quality (“SQ”) rating to both 
seller/servicers and third-party servicers. The application of this criteria report is not 
limited to ARC’s structured finance transactions and participants. 

SQ ratings are separate and distinct from issuer credit ratings and, as such, are subject to 
separate rating guidelines and scale. ARC assigns SQ ratings to provide market 
participants with an independent opinion of the capabilities of servicers to manage their 
portfolios. SQ ratings also serve as a useful tool for servicers, enabling them to identify 
operational strengths and weaknesses, performance opportunities and benchmarking 
against applicable peers and industry standards. 

ANALYTICAL APPROACH 

SQ ratings follow an analytical approach that reflects ARC’s comprehensive assessment 
of a servicer's operational capabilities, as well as its financial health to pursue its servicing 
activities. ARC considers, among other factors, an entity's operating history and market 
position, management experience, controls and policies, staffing and training, systems 
and technology, key asset administration functions and compliance with applicable laws 
and regulations. 

The assessment of origination and servicing capabilities and practices is particularly 
important for any SQ rating, even more so for servicers that manage highly granular pools 
such as Residential Mortgage-Backed Securities. 

Although SQ ratings are country specific, ARC’s rating approach and criteria are 
applicable across all jurisdictions. 

IMPACT ON OUTSTANDING RATINGS 

This update incorporates material changes to the existing Criteria. As such, should the 
Criteria be updated as presented in this draft, ARC anticipates its application could result 
in different rating outcomes for existing ratings or for future/hypothetical ratings when 
compared with results using the pre-existing Criteria. 
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 II. INTRODUCTION 

ARC’s SQ rating approach separates a servicer’s performance from the credit quality of 
the loans being serviced and the transaction for which they provide collateral, as well as 
other factors beyond the servicer’s control. The rating approach involves a review of the 
servicer’s business processes and procedures. The objective is to evaluate how effective 
a servicer is at preventing, managing, and minimising delinquencies and defaults, and 
maximising recoveries when defaults do occur. The quality, stability, and experience of a 
servicer (regardless of asset type) can have a direct impact on the quality of asset 
portfolios and therefore the performance of a structured finance transaction. 

SQ ratings also consider the operational and financial stability of a servicer, as well as its 
ability to respond to changing market conditions. 
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 III. TYPES OF SERVICERS 

ARC’s SQ ratings typically cover four types of servicers: 

1. PRIMARY SERVICER 

A primary servicer is an entity servicing its own assets as part of a securitisation, where it 
is also the originator, but also includes a specialised, third-party, servicer to whom this 
function has been outsourced. A primary servicer handles all aspects of servicing assets 
throughout their lifetime. In addition to processing payments and providing customer 
service, a primary servicer will also manage collections and the resolution of defaulted 
loans. 

Typically, originators are the servicers in their own securitisations. However, outsourcing of 
the servicing function to third parties has become more common in recent years. 

2. SPECIAL SERVICER 

A special servicer takes over the servicing of loans following certain performance trigger 
conditions or when distressed loan pools are assigned. The special servicer is responsible 
for maximising recoveries from delinquent or non-performing loans and can be affiliated 
with the originator or issuer, a third party, and/or an investor in the transaction. ARC 
expects the special servicer to demonstrate expertise in minimising losses through 
borrower liaison, evaluation of alternative workout or resolution strategies, managing 
foreclosures and bankruptcies/insolvencies, litigation, and asset disposal when 
necessary. 

A special servicer is differentiated from a primary servicer given that typically, in the case 
of a special servicer, the assets being serviced are not originated by it, and its services are 
limited to the management of assets that are not performing. A special servicer’s core 
business is generally the servicing of already delinquent or defaulted assets, rather than 
day-to-day collections on performing assets. This role will be fulfilled in either an 
outsourcing relationship or through the acquisition of delinquent assets from other 
companies. These specialised servicers can also fulfil the role of a standby servicer. 

3. MASTER SERVICER 

Master servicers are typically responsible for primary servicer oversight, investor reporting 
and remittance, and portfolio surveillance. Due to the important role of the master servicer 
in structured finance transactions, the stability of its financial profile plays a key role in the 
assessment of a master servicer’s SQ rating. 

In some jurisdictions, master servicers may also provide other services, such as advancing 
mechanisms to cover loan payment shortfalls and/or standby or backup servicing 
following a default (including insolvency) of either the primary or special servicer. 
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4. STANDBY/BACK-UP SERVICER 

The rating approach for a standby or back-up servicer is similar to the aforementioned 
approach, other than the fact that usually the standby servicer’s ability to service and 
collect in a particular transaction cannot be assessed at the initial stage of a transaction. 
In these cases, ARC might expect to see evidence of its capabilities, as well as its ability to 
deal with a high number of requests following significantly increased demand for its 
primary services. 

For structured finance cases, the standby/back-up servicer’s capabilities are assessed by 
ARC to be able to assign a credit rating to the specific transaction. For example, in cases 
in which the primary servicer is rated below investment grade or if it is unrated, the role of 
the standby/back up servicer becomes more important. The requirement for a standby 
servicer ensures continuity in servicing throughout the life of the transaction, with the 
back-up servicer stepping in when the initial servicer defaults or experiences a contract 
termination. The exact nature of the back-up requirement will depend on the nature of the 
transaction and assets being serviced. ARC will assess the capacity of the standby 
servicer to take over the role as primary servicer within the defined contractual period. 
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 III. ANALYTICAL FRAMEWORK AND SQ 
RATINGS SCALE 

SQ ratings measure the quality of the servicing operations, not the probability of the 
servicer’s financial default or ability to repay a fixed obligation. However, a servicer’s 
financial stability is considered in the SQ analysis, as explained under the rating criteria 
section of this report. 

ARC’s analytical approach for SQ ratings is based on four key analytical pillars described 
in the chart below: 

Analytical Sections Factors 

(I) 
Organisation, 
Management and 
Strategy 

1. Organisational Structure 

2. Strategy 

3. Board/Senior Management Capabilities and Expertise 

4. Staffing and Training 

5. Systems and Technology a. Business Continuity 

b. Disaster Recovery 

c. Data Security 
6. Internal Controls, 
Compliance and Auditing 

a. Manual on Policies and Procedures 
b. Internal Audit & Quality Assurance 

c. External Audits 
7. Outsourcing / Vendor Management 

(II) 
Loan and Asset 
Administration 

1. New Loan Processes 

2. Document Management 

3. Payment Process 

4. Advances 

5. Insurance and Taxes 

6. Reporting Management 

7. Investor Relation / Client and Customer Services 

8. Asset / Borrower Credit Reviews 

9. Collection Processes 

(III) 
Losses and Defaults 
Management 

1. Default Management Procedures 

2. Loss Mitigation, Loan Recovery and Foreclosure Management 

3. Real Estate Owned and Possession Management 

4. Delinquency, Recovery and Cure Rates; Performance and 
Benchmarks 

(IV) 
Financial Position 

1. Financial Performance 

2. Liquidity and Capital Availability 
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DESCRIPTION OF THE SCORING PROCESS FOR EACH ANALYTICAL PILLAR: 

ARC assesses and transforms into sub-scores each factor within each section of the 
criteria. Each pillar is separately considered by the analyst and given a score of between 
1 and 6, with 1 being the best. These scores are then discussed by the SQ rating panel, 
which could consider eventual adjustments, based on the information provided and the 
presentation delivered by the analyst. Typically, the final SQ score will be the simple 
average of each section’s score. However, if the panel deems necessary to assign greater 
importance to a specific factor, the result of the final SQ score will not be the simple 
average but will be driven by the most relevant factor agreed by the panel. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE SQ RATING SCALE: 

SQ Rating 
Scale 

Definition 

SQ1 

SQ1 servicers demonstrate excellent performance in overall servicing abilities. They show 
the following characteristics: 
• Long-term and stable servicing operating history supported by a well planned and 

executed strategy 

• Availability of adequate financial resources to support planned strategic growth 
• Well established, fully embedded, and mature risk management framework displaying 

industry best practices, including proactive implementation of regulatory 
requirements 

• Excellent management evidenced by highly experienced leadership of operational 
sites and a stable, well trained work force 

• Excellent expertise in servicing operations incorporating industry best practices 
evidenced by superior performance metrics and vendor management controls 

• Fully integrated, flexible systems and versatile reporting capabilities with frequent 
updates and enhancements 

SQ2 

SQ2 servicers demonstrate high performance in overall servicing abilities. Characteristics 
may include the following: 

• Stable servicing operating history supported by a focused growth strategy 
• Availability of adequate financial resources to support planned strategic growth 

• Strong procedures and controls developed and monitored within a strong risk 
management framework including timely implementation of regulatory requirements 

• Strong management evidenced by experienced leadership of operational sites and a 
stable, trained work force 

• Demonstrated expertise in servicing operations incorporating sound industry practices 
evidenced by strong performance metrics and vendor controls 

• Well integrated systems with strong reporting abilities 

SQ3 

SQ3 servicers demonstrate adequate proficiency in overall servicing ability. 
Characteristics may include the following: 
• Adequate servicer operating history 

• Adequate financial resources 

• Adequate procedures and controls developed and monitored with an adequate risk 
management framework, including the implementation of regulatory requirements. 
Adequate management of operational sites and a competent work force 

• Adequate servicing operations evidenced by average performance metrics and 
adequate vendor management controls 

• Adequate systems and reporting capabilities for size and scope of operation 
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SQ Rating 
Scale 

Definition 

SQ4 

SQ4 servicers demonstrate limited proficiency in overall servicing ability. Characteristics 
may include the following: 

• Limited servicer operating history 

• Limited financial resources 
• Limited procedures and controls developed and monitored with an adequate risk 

management framework that update and implement regulatory requirements when 
needed 

• Limited management of operational sites and a relatively competent work force 

• Limited servicing operations evidenced by average performance metrics and 
adequate vendor management controls 

• Limited systems and reporting capabilities for the size and scope of operation 

SQ5 

SQ5 servicers demonstrate weakness in one or more areas of servicing ability, or in ARC’s 
opinion, they show specific problems that may impede its ability to continue servicing. 
Characteristics may include the following: 

• Very limited servicer operating history and a growth strategy that introduces material 
operational risk 

• Weak position on financial resources 

• Weak procedures and controls operating with a weak risk management framework 
with slow implementation of regulatory requirements 

• Limited experience of servicing relevant assets 

• Deficiencies in systems and reporting capabilities for the size and scope of operation, 
and/or deficiencies in vendor management controls 

• Concerns with management and staff experience 

• Additional support or structural features may need to be incorporated to effectively 
service 

SQ6 

SQ6 servicers are under ARC’s criteria incompatible with securitisations. These servicers 
demonstrate weakness in several areas of servicing ability. Characteristics may include 
the following: 

• Ineffective strategy and/or significant concerns about the company, its management 
history and its viability of servicing operations 

• Inability to meet current or near-term liabilities 

• Significant concerns with site and staff management 
• Ineffective response to regulatory requirements 

• Significant deficiencies in servicing operations 

• Significant weaknesses in use of technology and/or vendor management controls. 
• A viable risk management framework does not exist 

• Very limited or no experience in servicing relevant assets 
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 V. RATING CRITERIA 

ARC’s SQ ratings are based on a formal review of the servicer which is typically carried out 
via on-site interviews and visits. For the assignment of the initial SQ rating, the rating report 
will include a detailed analysis of all sections of the criteria, also covering information 
related to the history of the company since its inception. Then, for subsequent reviews of 
the rating, ARC will address material changes, particularly where these may have an 
impact on the rating assigned. 

SOURCES OF INFORMATION 

ARC uses the servicer itself as the main source of information for the SQ rating. In general, 
ARC expects a servicer to have been in operation and actively servicing assets for a 
minimum of 12 months. ARC uses publicly available information as well as supplemental 
information that could include (but is not limited to): corporate and employee 
organisation charts, audited financial statements, policies and procedures, internal and 
external operational audits, disaster recovery procedures, evidence of insurance, business 
plans for defaulted assets, and any policies and procedures to mitigate potential conflicts 
of interest. 

I ORGANISATION, MANAGEMENT AND STRATEGY 

1. ORGANISATIONAL STRUCTURE 

ARC reviews the corporate structure and various divisions within the organisation, to 
identify the level of complexity and depth of the organisational structure. 

Material importance is given to the servicer's corporate ownership, internal governance, 
and operational structure. ARC expects servicers to design operational structures that 
provide continuous support to servicing requirements, as well as its growth and continuity, 
clear segregation of duties and monitoring of all aspects of its performance. 

ARC will also consider the strength of any corporate-level group that may provide support 
to the servicing activities and/or unit, including compliance, human resources, 
information technology and legal services among other areas.  

2. STRATEGY 

ARC reviews the company's operating history, including its years of experience as a 
servicer. ARC also assesses if the strategic direction is formalised and how explicit the 
senior management's commitment is to executing the company's strategy or business 
plan. ARC further considers, as applicable, the existence of strategic alliances, merger and 
acquisitions’ activity, or intentions to exit from specific business lines and their potential 
impact on the servicers' operating capabilities. 
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In cases where ARC observes that a servicer historically and aggressively pursues new 
businesses, the assessment will put special attention to the servicer’s capacity and 
resources to handle the additional expected volume. ARC also expects servicers to 
maintain awareness of current servicing trends and best practices.  

3. BOARD AND SENIOR MANAGEMENT CAPABILITIES AND EXPERTISE 

ARC assesses the experience and depth of management, their track record, ability to 
manage through stressful periods, as well as the ability to manage new business. 

One of the most important factors of the SQ rating analysis is the assessment of the 
capability and performance of the servicer’s management. ARC’s assessment of the 
management includes the evaluation of the quality, level of oversight and support it 
provides across all of the servicer’s activities. In this process, ARC focuses on the ability of 
the Board and management, in their respective roles, to plan for and respond to risks that 
may arise from changing business conditions or the initiation of new activities or products. 

The assessment also includes a review of the qualifications and experience of all senior 
staff and Board members. Senior staff should have significant experience and be 
appropriately qualified for their respective roles, particularly in the key areas of asset 
administration, collections, credit and arrears management. 

ARC highlights that a positive strength among servicers is related to the existence of 
appropriate industry experience and long company tenure, which can lead to more 
efficient and stable operations. Seasoned management teams with long working 
relationships can adapt better to change. Highly rated servicers generally have high 
quality management and expertise and lower staff turnover. 

4. STAFFING AND TRAINING 

ARC compares staff turnover data of the servicer to the industry or average for similar 
entities (if reliable data is available). ARC acknowledges that staff turnover among call 
centre employees is generally higher than for other functions, due to the high pressure 
and monotony of the job. However, the existence of adequate training programmes in the 
servicing industry is therefore critical, and we expect for highest rated entities to display 
comprehensive and leading programmes for recruiting, as well as retaining staff. 

For ARC, stability among senior management is also an important factor. In the event of 
concentration of skills in a small group of key individuals, or other evidence of key man risk, 
ARC would expect an adequate succession plan to be in place. 

Staffing plans are assessed in terms of workload and volume, as well as considering any 
expected increases in workload. This is material in terms of standby servicers where a 
sizeable book of assets can be acquired at reasonably short notice. ARC expects the 
standby servicer to be able to take over seamlessly when required and within a specified 
timeframe. ARC will also look for active examples that the standby servicer can provide of 
this occurring or how they aim to achieve it. This becomes of particular importance where 
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the servicer acts as a standby servicer for several transactions. Although unlikely, 
transactions that default in similar time frames could place the standby servicer under 
considerable pressure. ARC would typically prefer to see standby servicer mandates 
secured from a variety of sources, thus avoiding concentration risk. 

5. SYSTEMS AND TECHNOLOGY 

Technology provides the backbone for any servicing company. ARC will assess the quality 
of the technology used and will require proof of the updates undertaken and expected for 
the short-medium term. For ARC, a sophisticated technology base with robust 
functionalities can bring material efficiencies to the servicing operations. 

In ARC’s opinion, highly rated servicers are faster to adopt new technologies that could 
help achieve higher recovery proceeds and mitigate losses. To evaluate the effective use 
of new and current technology, ARC expects from the management a clear overview of 
the strategic policy on IT, and timeliness of updates and enhancements. ARC also reviews 
the servicer’s approach to data security to assess whether the policies and controls in 
place enable effective protection of borrower information, for example the 
implementation in EU of the GDPR framework. 

A disaster recovery plan is essential to ensure minimum interruption of operations if a 
system shuts down. Systems should be sufficiently scalable to accommodate additional 
clients, particularly where standby mandates are in place. 

a) Business Continuity 

To assess business continuity, ARC considers a potential stress scenario in which the 
primary servicer is no longer able to fulfil its role and therefore the servicing company 
on standby needs to take over. Sufficient capacity should be demonstrated to 
effectively absorb and manage the portfolio. As part of this process, appropriate 
system back-up and disaster recovery procedures should exist. 

b) Disaster Recovery 

Due to the importance of IT systems in managing the high volume of payments, ARC 
considers it key for highly rated servicers to maintain comprehensive disaster recovery 
and business continuity plans, including data backup routines and maintenance of 
uninterrupted power sources. Servicers who have plans to reduce or eliminate the 
amount of time that critical systems are offline in the event of a power outage, natural 
disaster, or other emergency, are viewed by ARC as of higher quality. The frequency 
and success of disaster recovery simulations and data restoration tests are also taken 
into consideration in the analysis. 

c) Data security 

ARC assesses data security to understand the ability and effectiveness of the servicer 
to manage all systems which are critical to the core servicing functions, such as 
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customer service, collections, and loss mitigation. ARC also reviews the servicer’s 
approach to data security to assess whether the policies and controls in place enable 
effective protection of borrower information aligned to the regulatory framework in 
place. 

6. INTERNAL CONTROLS, COMPLIANCE AND AUDITING 

The existence of internal controls, compliance and auditing functions are key to support 
effective operations, produce reliable financial and regulatory reporting and safeguard 
existing assets. In addition, internal controls are the main tool to ensure compliance with 
internal policies, existing laws and regulations. 

ARC assesses if the operational systems can provide accurate, timely and effective 
information to the management in order to monitor risks, as well as if they are appropriate 
for the servicer’s size, complexity, and risk profile. 

a) Manual on Policies and Procedures 

ARC expects a servicer to have manuals of policies and procedures including written 
statements of policies, detailed instructions on how to perform tasks, and 
references/exhibits with forms or computer input and output screens used to 
accomplish the relevant tasks. ARC considers that well-structured manuals are a key 
source of training material for staff and allow promotion of consistency and support 
business continuity in the event of high turnover.  

b) Internal Audit and Quality Assurance 

ARC reviews the summary reports on risks provided by the internal audit department. 
ARC considers that as a best practice, the internal audit function should report directly 
to the executive or Board level to maintain its independence. ARC reviews reports 
related to operational performance, and checks the depth and frequency of the 
audited activities, its summary of findings and the management's response and 
implementation of corrective actions. ARC could also request (if available) any 
independent quality assurance or quality control programs, key performance 
indicators or any other control reports available.  

c) External Audits 

ARC reviews the reports performed by external auditors, regulators or other interested 
parties, including assessments of compliance with its servicing agreements. ARC also 
considers the scope and frequency of such audits. In addition to assessing a servicer's 
risk management culture, capabilities, and infrastructure to ensure compliance with 
legal and regulatory obligations. These areas are of particular importance for sectors 
or jurisdictions with extensive legal or regulatory frameworks applicable to servicing 
functions.  
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7. OUTSOURCING AND VENDORS MANAGEMENT 

ARC addresses whether the servicer has an appropriate vendor management function. It 
then evaluates a servicer’s vendor management practices, assessing the vendor selection 
process (covering both domestic and offshore entities), and specific functions such as 
appraisers, attorneys and brokers. The servicer’s vendor monitoring processes will be 
evaluated to determine how well they assess performance (use of scorecards, 
benchmarks) and how vendor transition and termination is triggered.  

If the servicer outsources its processes, ARC reviews the servicer’s ability to replace 
vendors and perform these functions in-house or deploy contingency plans, and 
evaluates the quality of the outsourcer’s oversight and controls. While a controlled use of 
outsourcing allows for flexibility and reduced operational strains, particularly during busy 
periods, ARC will assess whether servicers are able to retain experienced staff with 
knowledge of the outsourced function. However, ARC considers that regardless of the 
extent of outsourcing, the servicer is ultimately responsible for the performance of the 
various functions.  

II LOANS AND ASSETS’ ADMINISTRATION 

1. NEW LOAN PROCESSES 

ARC analyses the set-up process for new loans to determine the servicer’s ability to add 
new transactions or transfer portfolios into its servicing system. ARC closely assesses the 
controls related to accuracy, integrity, and completeness of the data transfer, as well as 
the retention of historical loan activity. ARC also assesses the timeliness of the process 
and the flexibility of the systems to incorporate new loan types and characteristics. 

2. DOCUMENT MANAGEMENT 

ARC reviews the processes used by the servicer to ensure accurate inputting of loan data 
into the monitoring systems as well as checking that, in the case of mortgages, the 
appropriate title over the property or land is registered. ARC views automation of the input 
process as a high-quality factor, as it typically reduces errors. ARC also assesses the 
extent to which the inputted data is cross-referenced with the existing loan files. 

A key part of the document management practices is the ready access granted to 
employees to all necessary documents to check borrower inquiries and disputes. ARC 
values policies that promote electronic storage of documents and reduce the reliance on 
paper filing systems. 

3. PAYMENT PROCESS 

ARC reviews the payment process in place to ensure separation of duties and to check 
the existence of appropriate controls. For ARC, the availability of timely cash balances and 
reconciliation is important, as well as the prompt identification of suspended and aged 
accounts to flag problematic items. ARC expects cash to be received primarily via 
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electronic transfer and that adequate cash controls and procedures exist for handling live 
reconciliations. A high level of process automation is considered a key strength. 

4. ADVANCES  

ARC reviews the procedures for advancing and the recovery of delinquent principal, 
interest, tax, insurance, and other payments, as applicable. ARC expects procedure 
manuals to outline advancing policies, describe levels of required authorisation for 
advances, and to contain a detailed description of the recovery process. The servicing 
system should support automated advancing and recovery reporting with sufficient detail 
to track entries at the loan, investor, and general ledger levels. 

5. INSURANCE AND TAXES 

If applicable and relevant, ARC considers in its analysis an examination of the procedures 
used by the servicer to ensure that any relevant property taxes are paid in a timely manner 
to prevent foreclosures relating to tax liens, which could result in losses on loans. ARC also 
evaluates the ability of the servicer to determine whether the borrower has homeowners’ 
insurance, if the insurance is adequate to cover part or the entire loan and the servicer’s 
procedures for obtaining insurance when the borrower has failed to do so, or the policy 
has lapsed. 

6. REPORTING MANAGEMENT 

For ARC, a servicer’s ability to provide clear, accurate and timely management reports on 
servicing performance is a strength. ARC values the active implementation of automation 
in reporting and process management. Inaccurate, unclear or over-complicated reports 
make it difficult to track the servicer’s performance and therefore limit the possibility of the 
servicer to achieve an assessment of higher quality. 

7. INVESTOR RELATION / CLIENT AND CUSTOMERS SERVICES 

ARC assesses the ability of the servicer to report on portfolio performance following the 
guidelines provided with its servicing agreements. For ARC, the investor/client reporting 
function should have appropriate segregation of duties among reporting, remittance, and 
reconciliation tasks to minimise risk associated with fraudulent activity. This includes 
correct bank account titling, appropriate investor reporting formats, timely and accurate 
payment remittances, separation of duties, and other appropriate controls. ARC views 
positively those servicers that incorporate the investor/client reporting standards used by 
relevant industry organisations. 

8. ASSET / BORROWER CREDIT REVIEWS 

ARC reviews the practices for monitoring portfolio performance, mainly related to 
commercial mortgage loans, and assesses the process for commercial mortgage 
servicers' collection and review of property financial statements. Similarly, ARC reviews the 
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servicer’s asset administration practices, including but not limited to property inspections 
and watchlist maintenance. 

9. COLLECTION PROCESSES 

The primary role of the servicer is to collect payments, prevent performing loans from 
going into arrears and to mitigate losses on those that do. ARC’s analysis focuses on the 
day-to-day servicing operations necessary to support this function and capacity to deal 
with an increase in problem collections (i.e., delinquent loans). 

ARC considers that collection procedures, both for primary and special servicers, should 
be proactive. Payment arrangements and workout options offered to delinquent 
borrowers and call and notice cycles should be appropriate to borrower circumstances to 
cure delinquent loans and reduce losses on defaulted loans. ARC expects that servicers 
comply with applicable regulatory requirements; in cases in which ARC finds evidence of 
lack of compliance with the existing regulation or pending regulatory inquiries, this will be 
viewed as a constraining factor for a higher quality SQ rating. 

III LOSSES AND DEFAULT MANAGEMENT 

The effectiveness of a servicer’s losses and default management practices are key to 
determining the performance of any portfolio. In both cases, the primary and special 
servicer may carry out the servicing of defaulted loans. In some markets or for some 
specific products, the primary servicer will manage defaulted loans until a certain trigger 
occurs, after which the loan will pass to the special servicer for workout and ultimate 
resolution. In situations where there is no distinction between the primary and special 
servicer, the process may be less clearly defined. Defaulted loans should be transferred to 
the special servicer in a timely manner. Although the timeline is often dictated by the 
servicing agreement, the primary and/or master servicer should ensure that potential 
problem loans are being proactively managed. 

For ARC, special servicers (and primary servicers where responsible for these functions) 
are expected to have demonstrable knowledge and appreciation of the legal and 
economic conditions existing in the jurisdiction(s) of its assets under management. While 
some servicing functions may be performed from a remote central location, special and 
primary servicers typically employ asset managers within, or, at a minimum, with 
significant experience in the jurisdiction of activity. 

1. DEFAULT MANAGEMENT PROCEDURES 

The effectiveness and timeliness of default management practices are a key factor to 
determine the performance of the portfolio. By the time an asset reaches +90 days in 
arrears, a servicer must assess if the borrower has both the ability and willingness to pay. 
Servicers with a high SQ rating will have extensive workout and disposal expertise, 
thorough legal and collateral knowledge, and a proven track record in loss mitigation. 
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2. LOSS MITIGATION, LOAN RECOVERY AND FORECLOSURE MANAGEMENT 

ARC believes that dual track efforts of loss mitigation and foreclosure can help mitigate 
losses or facilitate returning delinquent loans to a performing status where not prohibited 
by law or regulation. Some areas ARC may assess to evaluate the servicer's capabilities 
and efficiency include: 

- The servicer’s history of workout and asset disposition, legal and collateral knowledge, 
and track record in loss mitigation 

- The servicer’s procedures and technology used in the workout and loss mitigation 

- The servicer’s ability to identify and recommend loan modification strategies, as well 
as monitoring and enforcing loan modification agreements. In jurisdictions subject to 
mandated modification programs, adherence to the parameters of the various 
programs is also addressed 

ARC examines the techniques used to determine borrower willingness and ability to pay 
and, in certain jurisdictions, to evaluate other or pledged borrower assets against which 
enforcement can be taken. Regulation and the legal framework also play a key role in the 
type of strategies employed in each jurisdiction, and are considered important in the 
analysis for ARC. In jurisdictions with borrower recourse, mortgage insurance and/or 
government guarantee schemes, ARC will assess the servicer’s ability to effectively 
manage the shortfall recovery process. Servicers should remain up to date on local 
regulations on shortfall collections and the options available for recovering such 
deficiencies. 

3. REAL ESTATE OWNED (REO) AND POSSESSION MANAGEMENT 

A servicer's ability to manage and liquidate REO and repossessed assets consistent with 
generally accepted servicing standards is critical. ARC assesses the experience levels of 
asset managers and loss mitigation staff that are responsible for the management and 
oversight of foreclosed and repossessed assets, and examines the control framework in 
place for approving liquidation strategies. 

ARC also assesses the timeliness of the sale, as well as the proceeds achieved relative to 
applicable peers, to evaluate the servicer's efficiency and effectiveness. ARC reviews the 
policies and procedures associated with managing or monitoring third parties involved in 
the management or liquidation process. 

ARC also assesses the process around valuation of properties in enforcement. Where a 
servicer appoints an external appraisal company to carry out valuations, ARC will review 
the processes and assess the number of valuations undertaken internally and externally, 
how these valuations are used to determine the sale price, the timeliness of the sale, as 
well as the overall proceeds achieved. 
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4. DELINQUENCY, RECOVERY AND CURE RATES; PERFORMANCE AND 

BENCHMARKS 

The analysis of a servicer’s performance can be distorted due to the acquisition of poorly 
performing portfolios. Some servicers, due to their specialised skill in collecting distressed 
assets, acquire poorly performing loan books at a discount, which affects its performance 
indicators. Since delinquency rates are typically high at take-up, this initially distorts the 
performance analysis. It does, however, allow ARC to better analyse the servicer’s 
performance in collecting on these distressed books over time, which is a good proxy for 
the potential position in the case the company is called to fulfil a standby servicer role. 

The involvement of the courts in the enforcement process varies by jurisdiction and region. 
ARC will assess the servicer’s experience in managing legal aspects related to judicial 
enforcement, insolvency and bankruptcy. In some cases, servicers will initiate 
enforcement while trying to execute an out-of-court resolution with the borrower. Where 
applicable, ARC will assess the effectiveness of these strategies and how the servicer 
manages its legal and asset management resources. The servicer’s ability to actively 
manage the judicial process, including communication with courts and coordination of 
auctions, will also be considered. 

In managing borrower bankruptcies, ARC expects servicers to track and monitor the status 
of the respective bankruptcy and ensure that claims are filed in a timely manner. 

In some markets, a servicer would typically appoint several third-party 
vendors/contractors, such as outside counsel, notaries, valuers/appraisers, asset 
managers, brokers and estate/real estate agents. Best practice includes a servicer 
benchmarking its third-party vendors/contractors to encourage improvements in 
performance. In each case, ARC will examine the servicer’s procedures for the 
appointment and objectives of all external parties engaged. 

IV FINANCIAL POSITION 

Although the SQ analysis is not focused on the ability of the servicer to repay its own debt, 
the servicer’s financial profile and profitability impacts its ability to retain key staff, 
maintain adequate systems and to fulfil its role in third party collections. 

Where applicable, and depending on stakeholder support, an issuer credit rating could be 
used to determine the servicer’s overall financial stability and strength. This information is 
used to assess the organisation’s ability to weather adverse market conditions and 
finance its activities and expansions to either maintain or increase its current capacity. A 
servicer (or stakeholder committed to supporting the servicer) with an investment-grade 
issuer credit rating will generally receive a higher score in the financial position section of 
the SQ analysis. 
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The main aspects that ARC covers to assess the financial position of a servicer are: 

1. FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE 

ARC will typically request 3 to 5 years of audited financial statements, together with history 
of profitability and availability of liquidity and capital sources. The assessment results in a 
servicer’s financial performance score. If the servicer’s financial situation is deemed to be 
particularly weak and/or the risk of potential insolvency over the next 12 to 18 months is 
very high, ARC may not assign a SQ rating or constrain the SQ rating to a lower category. 
Significant financial deterioration of the servicer may result in increased importance of the 
financial condition in the SQ rating and the financial risk becomes the driver for the 
assignation of the SQ rating. 

A similar approach will apply to parental bankruptcies, although additional consideration 
will be given to the servicer’s position within the bankruptcy or administration structure. 

2. LIQUIDITY AND CAPITAL AVAILABILITY 

ARC will typically request information related to the availability of resources (in the form 
of liquidity or capital) to invest in the servicing business and to be able to respond to 
changing market conditions. 

When the servicer, or a parent company, or group is identified as a provider of financial 
support to the servicer, ARC could eventually also assess the financial strength of the 
parent or group. However, there is not necessarily a direct correlation between the servicer 
or parent’s credit rating and the SQ rating of the servicer. 
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 VI. PERFORMANCE MONITORING 

All SQ ratings, where public, will be made available on ARC’s website at 
www.arcratings.com.  

All servicer ratings are reviewed on an annual basis at a minimum or as events warrant. 

 VII. QUALIFICATION 

ARC only provides a rating of the rated servicer and neither recommends nor will 
recommend how a servicer can or should achieve a particular rating outcome. A rating 
does not cover a potential change in laws and is not and cannot be regarded as an audit. 
ARC does not act as a legal, tax, financial, investment or other advisor and users should 
seek professional advice from appropriate third parties where necessary. 
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 DISCLAIMERS 

ARC Ratings, S.A. is registered as a Credit Rating Agency with the European Securities and Markets 
Authority (ESMA), within the scope of the Regulation (EC) Nº 1060/2009 of the European Parliament 
and of the Council, of 16 September, and recognised as External Credit Assessment Institution (ECAI). 

ARC Ratings (UK) Limited is registered as a Credit Rating Agency with the United Kingdom Financial 
Conduct Authority, within the scope of the Statutory Instrument Nº 266/2019, of 13 February, and 
recognised as ECAI. 

A servicer quality rating provides an opinion on the quality of the servicing and, if appropriate, 
origination practices of the servicer. A servicer quality rating is not a credit rating and uses a specific 
rating scale. 

Ratings do not constitute a recommendation or offer or solicitation to buy, sell or hold any 
investments that may be mentioned and are only one of the factors that investors may wish to 
consider. The use of any rating is entirely at the user’s own risk. 

In the rating process, ARC Ratings adopts procedures and methodologies aimed at ensuring 
transparency, credibility and independence, and also that rating classifications are not influenced 
by conflicts of interest. 

 

 CONTACT DETAILS 
 

 

ARC Ratings (UK) Limited 

30 Churchill Place 

Canary Wharf 

London E14 5RE 

UNITED KINGDOM 

+44 203 927 8600 

arcratings_uk@arcratings.com 

ARC Ratings, S.A. 

Rua de São José 

35 – 1º B 

1150-321 Lisbon 

PORTUGAL 

+351 21 304 11 10 

arcratings_eu@arcratings.com  

 

Ashley Thomas 

Co-Head of Structured Finance (UK) 

ashley.thomas@arcratings.com  

Stefan Augustin 

Co-Head of Structured Finance (EU) 

stefan.augustin@arcratings.com  
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